Clinical Implications and Management of Sub Clinical Hyperthyroidism: A Review
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ABSTRACT
Sub clinical hyperthyroidism (SCH) is characterized by normal free thyroid hormone concentrations along with a low or undetectable serum TSH (thyrotropin) level. The increased use of TSH as a screening measure and improved assay sensitivity is contributing to the diagnosis of sub clinical hyperthyroidism more frequently than ever in our clinical practise leading to the increased prevalence of the disease. The significance of SCH remains uncertain for most patients as some will revert to normal thyroid status over time whereas others will either remain static or progress to overt thyroid disease in the future. The detrimental effects of a persistently suppressed TSH has now been extensively studied and its effect on the cardiovascular system, the skeleton, mood disturbance, quality of life is quite significant leading to considerable morbidity and mortality. Majority of the patients are asymptomatic and lack overt features but the relevance of treatment is more focussed in elderly patients where the risk of developing cardiac arrhythmia and loss of bone mineral density is much more than young people in whom a conservative approach is usually preferred. The issue is contentious, the situation is challenging and the benefits of treatment are debatable. The consensus for who, when and how to treat is growing but still hasn’t been universally accepted. We attempt to review the recent literature available for sub clinical hyperthyroidism and suggest an analytical approach to its investigations and management.
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1. Introduction
Sub clinical hyperthyroidism is characterized by a lower undetectable concentration of serum TSH with free triiodothyronine (FT₃) & free thyroxine (FT₄) levels within laboratory reference ranges. The prevalence is about 4% -10% being more common in women and the elderly affecting up to 20% women > 60 years old [1-3]. Sub clinical hyperthyroidism may be caused by exogenous thyroid hormone therapy, endogenous thyroid disease, drug effects and non-thyroidal illness and the intrinsic disorders are same as those that cause overt hyperthyroidism [4-6]. The condition has been reported to progress to overt hyperthyroidism at rates ranging from 1% to 11% per year [7-9] and it may be significantly higher with the administration of iodine as a dietary supplement in areas where goitre is endemic, or with the use of anti-aryrrhythmic drug amiodarone which contains iodine [1]. Majority of patients are asymptomatic but with advancing age may have non-specific symptoms like weight loss, anxiety, fatigue and skin dryness [10]. Recent studies have raised concerns about the effects of mild thyroid hormone excess on the cardiovascular system [11-17], on the skeleton [18,19], on cognitive function [20], on the cardiovascular system and all-cause mortality [2,17] and on significant impairment of quality of life [21]. Over the years, there has been an explosion of published data regarding sub clinical hyperthyroidism and its clinical relevance, which has provoked the inevitable debate about screening and treatment. With the easy availability of sensitive TSH assays in the last decade, the diagnosis of sub clinical hyperthyroidism is made more often [22]. Absence of symptoms was once part of the definition but we now know that subtle symptoms or signs of thyrotoxicosis can be present [1].

No uniform national or international recommendations for the management of sub clinical hyperthyroidism is available and because of the substantial uncertainty concerning the consequences of untreated sub clinical hyperthyroidism, as well as benefits of initiating treatment, therapy needs to be individualized [23] and patient preference and choice is important in deciding on management [24]. The definition of sub clinical hyperthyroidism is based only on laboratory, not clinical criteria and the term probably represents a misnomer [25]. Moreover, the distinction between sub clinical and overt hyperthyroidism, which is based on the population based reference range for thyroid hormone level, is somewhat arbitrary,
and diagnosis depends on the position of the patient’s set point for thyroid hormones within the laboratory reference range [21].

Recent focus of interest has been significantly on the baseline serum TSH levels for diagnosis and the prediction and outcomes of progression to overt disease [26, 27]. Moreover, distinction between grades of sub clinical hyperthyroidism based on serum TSH levels has expanded the debate further and attracted more interest [6]. When the lower limit of TSH is less than 0.4 mIU/L, 3.2% of the population is defined as having sub clinical hyperthyroidism [28] but if patients with known thyroid diseases are excluded, the prevalence decreases to 2%. However, if the diagnosis is limited to only those whose serum TSH is less than 0.1 mIU/L, the prevalence further decreases to 0.7% [28]. An autonomous functioning adenoma or multi-nodular goitre, early or mild graves disease, silent or post-partum thyroiditis, sub-acute thyroiditis are common causes of endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism [29] whereas the exogenous form is usually related to TSH suppression therapy with thyroxine for single thyroid nodule, multi-nodular goitre or differentiated carcinoma [21]. Subnormal TSH levels may be related to pituitary or hypothalamic insufficiency, or non-thyroid pathological conditions or consequent to administration of glucocorticoids, dopamine or amiodarone [30].

2. Natural History and Gradation of Subclinical Hyperthyroidism

The natural course of patients with SCH, depending on their baseline TSH, is quite interesting as it could guide the clinicians in categorising patients according to their risk of developing overt hyperthyroidism, thereby avoiding unnecessary investigations and treatment. Wide-spread availability of extremely sensitive assays for estimation of serum TSH has made this possible. Patients with low level of TSH (0.1 - 0.4 mIU/L, grade I) should be differentiated from those with fully suppressed TSH (<0.1 mIU/L, grade II) as the former is usually not associated with endogenous thyroid disease and warrants a conservative approach whereas the latter needs appropriate investigations for risk stratifications and treatment if patients shows end organ consequences [6] (Figure 1). Limited number of studies have actually shown the pre-
dictive utility of TSH in subclinical hyperthyroidism and the natural history depicted is quite variable [31-33]. Moreover these studies have also shown that the rate of progression to overt hyperthyroidism is much faster when TSH is less than 0.1 mIU/L [27,31,32,34] as compared to TSH of 0.1 - 0.4 mIU/L [26]. Interestingly, some studies have also reported higher rate of progression to overt hyperthyroidism in patients with TMNG (toxic multinodular goitre) compared to Grave’s disease [33,35], while others have observed an opposite association [34].

3. Cardiovascular Effects

Exogenous and endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism has been reported to increase heart rate, left ventricular (LV) mass, cardiac contractility, impair diastolic cardiac function and cause atrial arrhythmias [36]. Biondi et al. found more atrial premature beats and a 20% higher mean heart rate in 20 relatively young patients with iatrogenic sub clinical hyperthyroidism compared with controls. Echocardiographic measurements showed evidence of LVH (left ventricular hypertrophy) in 6 out of 20 patients [11]. Moreover, Biondi et al. also demonstrated a more specific increase of septal and posterior wall thickness, enhanced resting systolic function and significantly impaired Doppler parameter of diastolic function in relatively young patients [15]. In contrast, three other studies found minimal or no effect on systolic function [37-39]. The prognostic significance of the demonstrated increase in LV mass in patients with exogenous and endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism remains unknown due to lack of epidemiological studies although it is well know that LV hypertrophy is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [40]. The data relating to cardiovascular-specific all cause mortality is very conflicting as different studies have come out with different conclusions. In a large population based study involving 1510 individuals, sub clinical hyperthyroidism was not associated with LVH whereas a positive association with LVH was seen in overt hyperthyroidism [41]. One study has also reported an increased all-cause (up to 2.2 fold) and cardiovascular mortality (up to 3 fold) in individuals older than 60 years with endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism and serum TSH less than 0.5 mIU/L [2]. This was further confirmed recently when a systematic review of prospective cohort studies showed a modest non-significant increased risk of coronary artery disease and mortality in patients with SCH (sub clinical hyperthyroidism) [42]. A recent meta-analysis also showed that the risk of all cause mortality in patients with SCH is 41% higher than that of euthyroid subjects [43]. This was disapproved by studies done earlier by Gussekloo et al. [44] and Van den Beld et al. [45] and confirmed recently by a study group in Germany [46].

The second major concern associated with sub clinical hyperthyroidism is associated with increased incidence of atrial fibrillation (AF). The best evidence comes from the Framingham heart study, [12] which showed that the cumulative incidence of AF varied with serum TSH concentration: 28% incidence when serum TSH is less than 0.1 mIU/L, 16% in those with values of 0.1 - 0.4 mIU/L and 11% in those with normal TSH levels. Auer et al. [47] also found that AF is common in patients with sub clinical hyperthyroidism (12.7%) in subjects with TSH less than 0.4 mIU/L and normal FT3 and FT4. This has been further confirmed in the Cardiovascular Health study which showed an excess rate of AF in individuals with SCH over a 13 year period of observation and the risk seemed to be high in both grade I and grade II SCH [17]. These results suggest that sub clinical hyperthyroidism may be related to higher cardiovascular risk and raises the question of whether these patients should receive early treatment to prevent AF [38]. This dilemma is of great clinical importance because the risk of arterial thrombo-embolism is greatly increased in patients with thyrotoxicosis and atrial fibrillation [48,49]. Several studies have also demonstrated the beneficial effect of treatment of sub clinical hyperthyroidism on cardiac function. Sgarbi et al. [38] treated 10 patients with endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism secondary to a multinodular goitre (n = 50), a solitary functioning thyroid nodule (n = 2) and a diffuse goitre (n = 3) for six months and found that following euthyroidism, there was a decrease in heart rate and number of atrial and ventricular premature complexes. Echocardiogram showed reduction in LV mass index, intra-ventricular septal thickness and LV posterior wall thickness. Similar results were found by Mercuro et al. [14], with a decrease in LV mass index after careful adjustment of thyroxine dose. Faber et al. treated 6 elderly women with sub clinical hyperthyroidism due to multi-nodular goitre with radioiodine resulting in euthyroidism and found a significant reduction in heart rate, cardiac output and increased systolic vascular resistance [50]. Assuming that anti-thyroid therapy would reduce the risk of dys-arhythmia in the general population, 4.2 cases of sub clinical hyperthyroidism would need to be treated to prevent 1 case of atrial fibrillation over a period of 10 years [51] but there is only limited evidence in those with established AF (and sub clinical hyperthyroidism) reverting spontaneously (or after cardioversion), once serum FT4 concentrations have normalized with anti thyroid therapy [52]. Moreover, none of the studies which used sensitive TSH assays had little evidence to justify recommendations of different approaches to management of patients with SCH that depend on the degree of TSH suppression [13,17,48].

4. Effects on the Skeletal System

Overt hyperthyroidism has a detrimental effect on the
Several studies have demonstrated the effects of sub clinical hyperthyroidism on bone metabolism. In two cross-sectional studies of patients with sub clinical hyperthyroidism due to multi-nodular goitre, there were statistically and clinically significant low BMD (bone mineral density) at the femoral neck and radius compared to age matched controls [53,54]. Moreover, treatment of sub clinical hyperthyroidism probably had a beneficial effect on BMD as demonstrated in two small studies [55,56]. Whether these changes were associated with an increased rate of fracture is not known but recently it was reported that sub clinical hyperthyroid patients with nodular goitre in whom serum TSH remain suppressed, there was exhibited accelerated bone loss at 2% per year, although their thyroid function was estimated only by free T₃ and T₄ indices [57]. Similar results were also predicted in Graves’s disease patients with normal FT₃ and FT₄ levels [18]. A large meta-analysis of patients with exogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism showed that bone loss was greater among postmenopausal women with sub clinical hyperthyroidism than amongst those without it [58]. This was further established by a more recent cross sectional study of women with endogenous SCH in the post-menopausal age group who had significantly lower BMD at the level of femur and lumbar regions whereas pre-menopausal women had only a modest decrease in the femur area when matched with euthyroid subjects [59]. The risk of having a new hip or vertebral fracture is also three to four fold high in women > 65 years when compared to patients with TSH levels in the normal range [60]. TSH has a critical role to play in skeletal remodelling which is independent of its effects on circulating thyroid hormones [19]. Endogenous SCH has an effect on the bone turn over markers but the data for the exogenous TSH suppression and its risk with osteoporosis is inconclusive [57,61]. Intervention trials have demonstrated improvement in BMD in postmenopausal women with sub clinical hyperthyroidism receiving antithyroid treatment (methimazole) [55] and the chances of attaining higher BMD is significant when thyroid function normalizes from an overt or subclinical hyperthyroid state [62]. Similar results have also been found by Faber et al. with improvement of BMD in the hip of postmenopausal women with multi-nodular goitre treated with radioiodine [56].

5. Effects on Quality of Life

Several studies have demonstrated the effects of sub clinical hyperthyroidism on quality of life. Biondi et al. [15] showed that a group of elderly patients with TSH levels less than 0.1 mIU/L had a higher Wayne score (a clinical index of depression) compared with a group of 10 euthyroid subjects [7]. Moreover, their patients with endogenous sub clinical hypothyroidism also had lower mental and physical scores as assessed by SF-36 questionnaire indicating that their quality of life was impaired compared with control subjects. Similarly, a high Wayne clinical index was also obtained in patients studied by Sgarbi et al. [38] whose symptoms significantly improved or disappeared after reaching the euthyroid state.

Oomen et al. [63] found that affective disorder (particularly depression in females and mania in males) were more prevalent in patients with suppressed TSH (<0.4 mIU/L), most of whom had sub clinical rather than overt hyperthyroidism. Furthermore, Stott et al. [7] observed that elderly patients with sub clinical hyperthyroidism had mild symptoms on the Wayne clinical index that differed from those of euthyroid controls. Kalmijn et al. [20] found an increased risk of dementia in persons greater than 55 years of age with TSH concentrations less than 0.4 mIU/L. Similarly, Rockel et al. [64] confirmed increased psychosomatic symptoms while comparing patients with overt and “preclinical” hyperthyroidism from euthyroid controls. Moreover a very recent population based Italian study revealed that patients older than 65 years with TSH levels less than 0.46 mIU/L had lower MMSE (Mini Mental) scores compared with euthyroid age and sex matched controls (P < 0.03) [65]. They also had a two-fold higher chance of cognitive impairment as compared to the control patients [65].

In spite of the above studies, it is often hard to draw firm conclusions about the effects of sub clinical hyperthyroidism on mood, affective disorders or quality of life and larger studies are needed to investigate the possible mechanisms behind this association. Most of the studies which have already been performed do not actually replicate these associations when confounders of co-morbidity and medications are taken into account [66,67].

6. Screening and Management of Sub Clinical Hyperthyroidism

Management of sub clinical hyperthyroidism remains a controversial subject. There are no randomised controlled trials that have prospectively evaluated benefits and risks of active intervention in patients with this disorder and hence therapy needs to be individualized [23]. Moreover, the mode of treatment to be adopted once a decision has been made for treatment also remains unclear.

An earlier consensus panel consisting of representatives from the American Thyroid Association (ATA), the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) and the Endocrine Society recommended against routine screening for sub clinical thyroid disorders because of absence of sufficient evidence [3]. The US Preventive Service task force noted that there was insufficient data to recommend routine screening for thyroid disorders in
adults [68]. Older British guidelines also did not favour treatment of sub clinical hyperthyroidism stating it is debatable as to whether there is excess morbidity [69]. The clinical guidelines form the American College of Physicians also stated that the potential benefits of treating sub clinical hyperthyroidism are theoretical [70].

Hence, the fundamental question such as who to screen and when to initiate treatment remain largely unanswered. The criterion for recommending a screening test would be that detection and treatment of asymptomatic persons would improve the health outcome as compared to people who are not screened [71]. But the difficulty in interpreting the serum TSH of majority of the people is that their subsequent tests would normalize in 12 - 24 months time when they are rechecked again and the initial low TSH could be a mere representation of an ageing hypothalamic pituitary thyroid (HPT) axis in the elderly people. Moreover, the prevalence of grade I SCH (due to non-thyroidal illness) is three to four times higher than grade II SCH (due to endogenous thyroid problem), hence screening for all is not warranted. However, recommendation given by the American Academy of Family Physician is to screen patients over the age of 60 years [72] whereas the American Thyroid Association advocates screening with serum TSH measurements every 5 years in all adults aged 35 years or older [73].

The decision to treat patients with sub clinical hyperthyroidism should be based upon TSH levels, risk of progression to overt disease, symptoms and concurrent cardiovascular or musculo-skeletal disease (Figure 1). A thorough assessment of clinical symptoms and signs should be made initially and attempts should be made to look into the aetiology of the suppressed TSH. Due to the lack of clinical intervention trials and consensus guidelines, the method adopted should be a risk-based approach for establishing thresholds for serum TSH which could possibly justify interventions. Baseline serum TSH is a good predictor of outcome of SCH. Patients with TSH of less than 0.1 mIU/L progresses to overt hyperthyroidism (having endogenous disease) much more than those with TSH levels between 0.1 - 0.4 mIU/L [27,32,33]. Moreover, higher risk of AF also exists in patients who are greater than 65 years old and have TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L [17] and there is also a progressive increase in mortality in patients with higher TSH thresholds level in patients older than 60 years [43]. The recent guidelines by the AACE suggest that there is insufficient data for or against treatment of SCH in younger persons or pre-menopausal women with TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L—hence they recommend that if patients are greater than 65 years of age with TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L on repeated measurements—should be treated and similarly, treatment should be offered to people who are less than 65 years of age with heart disease, osteoporosis and hyperthyroid symptoms [74]. Importantly, the group also suggested that one should “consider treatment” in people with age greater than 65 years with TSH of 0.1 - 0.5 mIU/L and in patients less than 65 years of age with TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L with menopausal symptoms and also when TSH is 0.1 - 0.5 mIU/L with concomitant heart disease, menopausal/ hyperthyroid symptoms [74]. Asymptomatic individual of less than 65 years with TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L may be considered for treatment but treatment is not recommended for young people (<65 years) who have TSH between 0.1 - 0.5 mIU/L and are asymptomatic or have osteoporosis [74]. In general patients with grade I SCH should not be offered treatment whereas in patients with persistent grade II SCH, the treatment decision should be based on a balance between physicians decision (a true diagnosis of true endogenous disease) and the patient’s preference.

The modality of management chosen remains a grey area and a subject of controversy. Treatment options include anti thyroid drugs and radioiodine [75] and is quite similar to overt hyperthyroidism. Anti-thyroid drugs and radioiodine have both shown beneficial effects on bone mineral density in women with endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism as compared to untreated women [55, 56].

Before any intervention is undertaken, the cause of sub clinical hyperthyroidism should be determined and follow up and repeat measurements of serum TSH, using a sensitive TSH assay, is necessary because in 50% of patients with suppressed TSH, levels may return to normal without intervention [76,77].

In patients with exogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism, addition of cardio selective β blocker bisoprolol to levothyroxine therapy for six months significantly reduced the occurrence of supra ventricular arrhythmias, average heart rate and LV mass with improvement of diastolic function and systolic performance during exercise [13,78]. Careful tailoring of thyroxine therapy also decreased LV mass and increased maximum workload [14]. Anti-thyroid treatment with methimazole has also shown improvements in heart rate and cardiac function [38].

For patients with endogenous sub clinical hyperthyroidism whatever the cause, especially in elderly patients, the treatment strategy is the same as that of overt disease i.e., anti-thyroid drug administration for rapid control of thyroid hormone excess and radio iodine and surgery for a definitive cause [21]. Patients with sub clinical hyperthyroidism secondary to thyroiditis should be managed symptomatically, since the condition usually resolves spontaneously [79]. For older patients with Graves’ disease and nodular thyroid disease causing sub clinical hyperthyroidism with TSH less than 0.1 mIU/L, given the expected progression to overt hyperthyroidism, high
doseablative therapy with radioactive iodine (RAI) can be considered as an initial option [79] as there is no data to show that elderly patients would benefit from pre-treatment with ATD’s (anti thyroid drugs) prior to RAI treatment. Treatment of endogenous sub clinical hyper-thyroidism with anti-thyroid drugs nearly always results in relapse after discontinuation of drugs making life long treatment necessary [80] but long term ATD is a reasonable option in younger persons with mild disease as the remission rates are higher [81]. In patients with autonomic functioning adenoma or multi-nodular goitre, spontaneous normalization of thyroid function is unlikely; hence surgery or radioiodine therapy is recommended [29]. Asymptomatic individuals should be followed up initially with serial thyroid functions at 3 monthly interval and annually thereafter if the thyroid biochemistry remains stable and doesn’t change.

7. Conclusion

As the diagnosis of SCH is becoming more common in clinical practice, the challenges of managing it appropriately is getting increasingly demanding as it has not been matched with strong evidence based screening or management recommendations. The disease is more prevalent in elderly subjects which could be purely physiological hence inadvertent investigations and treatment should be avoided. Moreover, younger people who are asymptomatic and have lower threshold of TSH should be followed up at intervals and conservatively managed and treatment should be reserved only for people who are young or old, with persistently suppressed TSH, having evidence of endogenous disease and who have higher risks or actual complications like atrial fibrillation or osteoporosis. The choice and modality of treatment chosen should be individualized as per patient need and due follow-up should be arranged to monitor outcome and complications. The medical community should take note that more randomised trials are needed to sort out the uncertainty of successful morbidity and mortality outcome for people who had biochemical improvement of their SCH state after being adequately treated.
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